
Innosphere Ventures' Life Sciences Incubator offers an unprecedented opportunity for
startups to catapult their innovative life sciences concepts into market-ready solutions.
Positioned at the heart of the Mountain Plains region's thriving research environment, our
incubator program is a nexus for startups looking to lead in innovation and technology. 

The comprehensive program offers participants access to: Innosphere’s 9 month long  
incubation program for entrepreneurs, which includes personalized support from a dedicated Client
Director, who brings an outstanding track record of startup and new product success.

We envision the Mountain Plains region as a global epicenter for life sciences innovation. Our
mission is to fast-track the commercialization of life sciences products, fostering collaboration and
sparking breakthrough innovations in life sciences.
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Foundation Phase: Solidify your business
framework with a robust curriculum designed to
crystallize your commercialization path.

Acceleration Phase: Gain momentum through
industry-specific training and strategic milestone
achievement.

Momentum and Exposure Phase: Showcase
your venture at a grand culmination event,
opening doors to investors and industry partners.

Commercialization Expertise: Leverage our track
record to navigate the commercial landscape with
confidence.

Community and Culture: Immerse yourself in a
culture of innovation that celebrates and nurtures
diverse perspectives.

Strategic Partnerships: Align with industry leaders
and research institutions that will sharpen your
competitive edge.

Your path to growth: Benefits of Participation:

A Launchpad for pioneering Startups

Life Sciences 
Incubator



Proven Success: Innosphere’s incubation program accelerates startup
success through investor readiness, expert advisors, introductions to partners,
and revenue growth.

Tailored Support: Benefit from a nine-month, intensive program that offers
targeted access to funding, mentorship, and an investor network curated to
escalate your startup's growth trajectory.

Day 1 Expert Mentorship: Dedicated Client Directors work closely with
founders and CEOs on business milestones.

Network of Excellence: Innosphere's network spans 6 states, 9 universities,
and 3 bioscience associations, offering strong life science networking and
development opportunities.

Accountability: Operated under a US Economic Development Administration
Build to Scale Grant, with a focus on impact and performance.

No Equity Requirement: Innosphere is a fee-based nonprofit organization
and does not take equity from companies.

Who should apply?

Nine full months of support
A dedicated, expert Innosphere Life Sciences Client Director
A comprehensive incubation program that kicks off with a cohort-based model
Life sciences startup specific development and training
A proven framework for building your business. 
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Creating relevant strategies specific for successful life sciences product
commercialization.
Understanding key business principles and processes.
Developing a strong investor pitch and deck.
Defining a clear development timeline.
Refining communications strategy.
Enhancing and communicating the company’s business model.
Building a deep network of life sciences leaders.
Connecting companies to corporate partners, investors, and advisors.
Gaining visibility and investor recognition.

Life sciences-specialized content.
One-on-one support in a cohort setting.
Valuable skills on how to build a successful enterprise.
A proven framework for building your business.
A dedicated Client Director who will work right next to you as you tackle all
business aspects of commercializing your product.

What you get:

What founders get support on:

What you’ll get through Innosphere’s cohort session:

Why join us?

Medical Device Technology, Health Technology, Digital
Health, Advanced Material Science, Veterinary
Translational Medicine, Diagnostics and BioPharma 


